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1: How To Meditate Poem by Jack Kerouac - Poem Hunter
What Kerouac gave us - his thoughts - was a view of freedom to cut through culture to the central issue. Kerouac
presented his characters as freed from conventional boundaries. The Buddha's life as Kerouac wrote transcended
delusion of a self and his writing told that story.
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2: Blogtrotter: Jack Kerouac's "The Dharma Bums": Book Review
Jack Kerouac's novels & Buddhist thought [Ananda Prabha Barat] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.

I was encouraged upon reading the first page, where San Luis Obispo is mentioned as a stopover on the
train-hopping circuit between L. I remembered a New Times article revealing that Kerouac lived in this town
for several months during while he worked as a brakeman on the Union Pacific Railroad and that he stayed in
a rooming house on Santa Barbara Street now known as The Establishment. Though classified as fiction, the
book presents itself as factual autobiography, opening and closing with the specific dates of September and
August Many incidents in the story have been confirmed by external sources, but Snyder later claimed that
most of the book strays far from the truth. During those years other American writers came upon Buddhist
texts and found in them the alternate value system, cultural style and spiritual orientation that drew them
together under the banner of the Beats. Kerouac draws attention to the phrase several times near the beginning
of the book: Teresa bum [whom he encounters hopping a freight from L. And suddenly it seemed I saw that
unimaginable little Chinese bum standing there, in the fog, with that expressionless humor on his seamed face.
Ray finds him sitting in his immaculate little shed meditating, practicing calligraphy, and translating Chinese
poetry, and expresses his reverence: We engage both, aspiring toward the one while identifying with the other.
Both works can be understood as pastorals, patterned by the opposition between corrupt city and wholesome
countryside. For weeks on end, just like John Muir, [I] climb around all by myself following quartzite veins or
making posies of flowers for my campâ€¦. During a rite of passage requiring him to confront cold, fatigue,
discomfort, and danger on the ascent, he triumph over his fears and regains lost self-confidence. On the way
down from the Peak, he achieves a kind of ecstasy: Then everything was just like jazzâ€¦. Eager to get back on
the road, he hitches East for Christmas to visit his mother, sister and brother-in-law in their hillbilly trailer,
regretting his night of carousing on the way in Ciudad Juarez. He recognizes his own childish pride: I was
dealing in outblownness, cut-off-ness, snipped, blownoutness, putoutness, turned-off-ness,
nothing-happens-ness, gone-ness, the snapped link, nir, link, vana, snap! Tamalpais, where both await a
departureâ€”Japhy to Japan to pursue his Zen studies on a fellowship, and Ray for a summer of solitary retreat
as a fire watch in the Pacific Northwest. This three month Marin County interlude is another pastoral idyll of
companionship, cooking simple meals, working occasionally for wine money, meditation, study and writing.
With him for the duration of the sixty-five day period of isolation, he takes only one book, the collection of
texts in The Buddhist Bible. Japhy promised him a blissful opportunity for spiritual advancement based on his
own previous stays as fire lookout, but for Ray the experience is mixed: Suddenly a green and rose rainbow
shafted right down into Starvation Ridgeâ€¦It hooped into Lightning Creek, rain and snow fell
simultaneousâ€¦I went outside and suddenly my shadow was ringed by the rainbow as I walked on the hilltop,
a lovely-haloed mystery making me want to pray. The vision of the freedom of eternity was mine forever. He
kept daily notebooks and sent letters to his friends about his readings and practices, which he subsequently
collected under the title Some of the Dharma. He completed its page manuscript during the Christmas visit to
his mother recounted in the novel. Kerouac justified its apparently haphazard style and structure thus:
Tamalpais and prompted by Snyder, Kerouac wrote another Buddhist work, this time in the style of a
traditional Sutra. I was smelling flowers in the yard, and when I stood up I took a deep breath and the blood all
rushed to my brain and I woke up dead on my back in the grass. I had apparently fainted, or died, for about
sixty seconds. My neighbor saw me but he thought I had just suddenly thrown myself on the grass to enjoy the
sun. During that timeless moment of unconsciousness I saw the golden eternity. In it nothing had ever
happened, the events of a million years ago were just as phantom and ungraspable as the events of now, or the
events of the next ten minutes. It was perfect, the golden solitude, the golden emptiness, Something-Or- Other,
something surely humble. There was a rapturous ring of silence abiding perfectly. There was no question of
being alive or not being alive, of likes and dislikes, of near or far, no question of giving or gratitude, no
question of mercy or judgment, or of suffering or its opposite or anything. It was the womb itself, aloneness,
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alaya vijnana the universal store, the Great Free Treasure, the Great Victory, infinite completion, the joyful
mysterious essence of Arrangement. It seemed like one smiling smile, one adorable adoration, one gracious
and adorable charity, everlasting safety, refreshing afternoon, roses, infinite brilliant immaterial gold ash, the
Golden Age. To Phillip Whalen, a poet who later became ordained as a Zen monk, he wrote: In Desolation
Angels, a book published seven years after, but written one year before The Dharma Bums, Kerouac sticks
close to the journals he kept at the lookout and reports a growing disillusionment with Buddhism. He admits
that abstention increased rather than cured his desire for alcohol, tobacco and wild stimulation and that
isolation reduced rather than increased his capacity for the visionary experience he craved: On his return to
New York he found On the Road finally in print and enjoying immense popular success. During the period
between writing The Dharma Bums and its appearance in print in September , money and fame caused him
more grief than satisfaction. Although praised by some, the novel was panned by many reviewers, in particular
by the influential American interpreters of Buddhism, Ruth Fuller Sasaki and Alan Watts. From Japan, Snyder
sent Kerouac an affectionate first reaction: Transitions are rather abrupt sometimes. He died at age 47 from
cirrhosis of the liver. But recent years have witnessed a Kerouac revival. He has become the subject of
numerous books, films and ongoing blogs. A Life of the Buddha, a work written in and published
posthumously in , Robert Thurman notes: How could a person who had reached such heights of insight,
dedication and creativity fall so low? One answer is to doubt the sincerity or depth of his original engagement.
Another is to imagine Buddhism as his temporary and ultimately unsuccessful effort to control the addictions
that finally overwhelmed him. This dilemma leads me to reflect upon the place of Buddhism in the course of
my own life. I started meditating during my late twenties, around the time I first read The Dharma Bums to
prepare for the class I mentioned earlier. Like Ray Smith or Jack Kerouac, I was rebelling against authority
and the demands of growing up, and I was searching for transcendenceâ€”in personal experiences of getting
high on drugs and in efforts to build spiritual community. I engaged in Buddhist study and practice in an effort
to understand, validate, and extend those experiences of transcendence. But as I approached thirty, aspiring for
transcendence came up against hard economic and psychological realities. In order to maintain family
relationships and become a responsible parent, I stopped meditating to get high and started meditating to get
straight: This shift required some sobering concessions. Finally, transcendence would remain ready for me
later, if and when I was really ready for it. Fifteen years earlier, Kerouac may have faced such a juncture. His
friends Snyder and Whalen followed up their early Buddhist involvements by accepting routines requiring
humility and patience, Snyder as a student of Rinzai Zen under a roshi in Japan, where he pleaded with
Kerouac to join him, and Whalen as monk in the San Francisco Zen Center. Rather than finding freedom in
submitting to the commitments of long-term spiritual practice or to his family, he gave rein to impulse and
ego, and by his own confession, burned himself out. This book is an invaluable source of information about all
three writers it treats, as well as about the settings in which it finds them. A Narrative History of Buddhism in
America, , , p. Buddhism and the Beat Generation, ed. Future references are to this edition. All those crazy
Japanese saints! We all got drunk and discussed prajna!
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3: THE DAILY BEAT: Review: Jack Kerouac's Wake Up: A Life of the Buddha
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Thompson, Ken Kesey, and Bob Dylan. Most of his life was spent in the vast landscapes of America or in the
apartment of his mother, with whom he lived most of his life. Faced with a changing country, Kerouac sought
to find his place, eventually bringing him to reject the values of the fifties. This search may have led him to
experiment with drugs he used psilocybin, marijuana, and benzedrine, among others , to study spiritual
teachings such as Buddhism, and to embark on trips around the world. His books are sometimes credited as
the catalyst for the s counterculture. Like many other Quebecers of their generation, the Levesques and
Kerouacs were part of the Quebec emigration to New England to find employment. At home, he and his
family spoke Quebec French. At an early age, he was profoundly marked by the death of his elder brother
Gerard, later prompting him to write the book Visions Of Gerard. Later, his athletic prowess led him to
become a star on his local football team, and this achievement earned him scholarships to Boston College and
Columbia University in New York. It was in New York that Kerouac met the people with whom he was to
journey around the world, and the subjects of many of his novels: Kerouac broke his leg playing football, and
he argued with his coach; his football scholarship did not pan out. He joined the Merchant Marine in In , he
joined the United States Navy, but was discharged during World War II on psychiatric grounds, he was of
"indifferent disposition. It was published in under the name "John Kerouac" and earned him some respect as a
writer. Kerouac wrote constantly, but did not publish his next novel, On the Road , until It was published by
Viking Press. Narrated from the point of view of the character Sal Paradise, this mostly autobiographical work
of fiction described his roadtrip adventures across the United States and into Mexico with Neal Cassady, the
model for Dean Moriarty in the book. The novel is often described as the defining work of the post-World
War II jazz, poetry, and drug affected Beat Generation; it made Kerouac "the king of the beat generation.
Kerouac was hailed as a major American writer, and reluctantly as the voice of the Beat Generation. His fame
would come as an unmanageable surge that would ultimately be his undoing. Kerouac also wrote and narrated
a "Beat" movie titled Desolation Angels. He also met and had discussions with the famous Japanese Zen
Buddhist authority D. At some point in his life Kerouac wrote Wake Up , a biography of Siddhartha Gautama
better known as the Buddha that remains unpublished. Petersburg, Florida, from an internal hemorrhage
caused by cirrhosis of the liver at the age of 47, the unfortunate result of a life of heavy drinking. He was
living at the time with his third wife Stella, and his mother Gabrielle. He is buried in his home town of Lowell.
Kerouac realized his desire to be a writer when he was in his teens, probably influenced by his father, a
linotypist with a command of words. He would often write while intoxicated with some substance, usually
Benzedrine strips he would purge from over-the-counter inhalers, marijuana, and alcohol. He claimed that
they, particularly "Bennies", enhanced his writing by giving him the tremendous energy that this kind of
writing required. Kerouac is considered by some as the "King of the Beatniks" as well as the "Father of the
Hippies". He also accused former associate Allen Ginsberg of "raping" his mind. Later, Kerouac would
include ideas he developed in his Buddhist studies. He called this style Spontaneous Prose, a literary technique
akin to stream of consciousness. The central features of this writing method was the idea of breath borrowed
from Jazz and from Buddhist meditation breathing , improvising words over the inherent structures of mind
and language, and not editing a single word. Connected with his idea of breath was the elimination of the
period, preferring to use a long, connecting dash instead. As such, the phrases occurring between dashes might
resemble improvisational jazz licks. When spoken, the words might take on a certain kind of rhythm, though
none of it pre-meditated. It was at about the time that Kerouac wrote The Subterraneans that he was
approached by Ginsberg and others to formally explicate exactly how he wrote it, how he did Spontaneous
Prose. Among the writings he set down specifically about his Spontaneous Prose method, the most concise
would be Belief and Technique for Modern Prose, a list of thirty "essentials. He is seen often incoherent and
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very drunk. Books also continue to be published that were written by Kerouac, many unfinished by him. A
book of his haiku and dreams also were published, giving interesting insight into how his mind worked. In
August , most of his letters, journals, notebooks and manuscripts were sold to the New York Public Library
for an undisclosed sum. Presently, Douglas Brinkley has exclusive access to parts of this archive until The
first collection of edited journals, Wind Blown World, was published in Newest listings by Jack Kerouac.
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4: Jack Kerouac - Wikipedia
-- Jack Kerouac Book Review - JRM The Dharma Bums is a cultural walk-about America in the late 's with the spread of
suburbia, a growing middle class with an increasing addiction to television and sameness.

Jack also had various stories on the etymology of his surname, usually tracing it to Irish, Breton , Cornish or
other Celtic roots. In one interview he claimed it was from the name of the Cornish language Kernewek and
that the Kerouacs had fled from Cornwall to Brittany. This deeply affected four-year-old Jack, who would
later say that Gerard followed him in life as a guardian angel. He had one other sibling, an older sister named
Caroline. Kerouac was referred to as Ti Jean or little John around the house during his childhood. She was a
devout Catholic , who instilled this deep faith into both her sons. He recalled "a whole bunch of rabbis
walking arm in arm He entered Columbia University after spending a year at Horace Mann School , where he
earned the requisite grades for entry to Columbia. Kerouac broke a leg playing football during his freshman
season, and during an abbreviated second year he argued constantly with coach Lou Little , who kept him
benched. While at Columbia, Kerouac wrote several sports articles for the student newspaper, the Columbia
Daily Spectator , and joined the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity. It was during this time that he met the Beat
Generation peopleâ€”now famousâ€”with whom he would always be associated, and who as characters
formed the basis of many of his novels, including: Kerouac joined the United States Merchant Marine in and
in joined the United States Navy , but served only eight days of active duty before arriving on the sick list.
According to his medical report, Kerouac said he "asked for an aspirin for his headaches and they diagnosed
me dementia praecox and sent me here. William Burroughs was also a native of St. Carr dumped the body in
the Hudson River. Afterwards, Carr sought help from Kerouac. Carr, encouraged by Burroughs, turned
himself in to the police. Kerouac and Burroughs were later arrested as material witnesses. Kerouac then agreed
to marry Edie Parker if her parents would pay the bail. Their marriage was annulled in Though the book was
not published during their lifetimes, an excerpt eventually appeared in Word Virus: Burroughs Reader and as
noted below, the novel was finally published late Kerouac also later wrote about the killing in his novel
Vanity of Duluoz. Later, Kerouac lived with his parents in the Ozone Park neighborhood of Queens , after
they had also moved to New York. He wrote his first published novel, The Town and the City , and began the
famous On the Road around while living there. The Town and the City was published in under the name "John
Kerouac" and, though it earned him a few respectable reviews, the book sold poorly. The book was heavily
edited by Robert Giroux , with around pages taken out. He completed the first version of the novel during a
three-week extended session of spontaneous confessional prose. Kerouac wrote the final draft in 20 days, with
Joan, his wife, supplying him with benzedrine, cigarettes, bowls of pea soup and mugs of coffee to keep him
going. This allowed him to type continuously without the interruption of reloading pages. The resulting
manuscript contained no chapter or paragraph breaks and was much more explicit than the version which
would eventually be published. Though "spontaneous," Kerouac had prepared long in advance before
beginning to write. Though the work was completed quickly, Kerouac had a long and difficult time finding a
publisher. Before On the Road was accepted by Viking Press, Kerouac got a job as a "railroad brakeman and
fire lookout" see Desolation Peak Washington traveling between the East and West coasts of the United States
to earn money, frequently finding rest and the quiet space necessary for writing at the home of his mother.
While employed in this way he met and befriended Abe Green, a young freight train jumper who later
introduced Kerouac to Herbert Huncke , a Times Square street hustler and favorite of many Beat Generation
writers. According to Kerouac, On the Road "was really a story about two Catholic buddies roaming the
country in search of God. And we found him. I found him in the sky, in Market Street San Francisco those 2
visions , and Dean Neal had God sweating out of his forehead all the way. And once he has found Him, the
Godhood of God is forever Established and really must not be spoken about. He often experienced episodes of
heavy drinking and depression. During this period, he finished drafts of what would become ten more novels,
including The Subterraneans , Doctor Sax , Tristessa , and Desolation Angels , which chronicle many of the
events of these years. In , he lived mostly in New York City, having a brief but passionate affair with an
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African-American woman. This woman was the basis for the character named "Mardou" in the novel The
Subterraneans. At the request of his editors, Kerouac changed the setting of the novel from New York to San
Francisco. However, Kerouac had earlier taken an interest in Eastern thought. A Life of the Buddha, which
was unpublished during his lifetime, but eventually serialized in Tricycle: The Buddhist Review , â€” It was
published by Viking in September Weeks later, a review of the book by Gilbert Millstein appeared in The
New York Times proclaiming Kerouac the voice of a new generation. His friendship with Allen Ginsberg,
William S. Burroughs and Gregory Corso , among others, became a notorious representation of the Beat
Generation. The term Beat Generation was invented by Kerouac during a conversation held with fellow
novelist Herbert Huncke. Huncke used the term "beat" to describe a person with little money and few
prospects. His celebrity status brought publishers desiring unwanted manuscripts that were previously rejected
before its publication. Neal Cassady , possibly as a result of his new notoriety as the central character of the
book, was set up and arrested for selling marijuana. It was written in Orlando between November 26 [53] and
December 7, He wrote to Snyder, referring to a meeting with D. Suzuki , that "even Suzuki was looking at me
through slitted eyes as though I was a monstrous imposter. The CBS Television series Route 66 â€” , featuring
two untethered young men "on the road" in a Corvette seeking adventure and fueling their travels by
apparently plentiful temporary jobs in the various U. Kerouac appears intelligent but shy. Gwernig used to
translate his Breton language poems in English in order to make Kerouac read and understand them: Since he
could not speak Breton he asked me: In , Neal Cassady also died while in Mexico. Kerouac talked about the
counterculture of the s in what would be his last appearance on television. He suddenly felt nauseated and
walked to the bathroom, where he began to vomit blood. Kerouac was taken to a nearby hospital, suffering
from an abdominal hemorrhage. He received several transfusions in an attempt to make up for the loss of
blood, and doctors subsequently attempted surgery, but a damaged liver prevented his blood from clotting. He
died at 5: His cause of death was listed as an internal hemorrhage bleeding esophageal varices caused by
cirrhosis , the result of longtime alcohol abuse. Style[ edit ] Kerouac is generally considered to be the father of
the Beat movement, although he actively disliked such labels. Later, Kerouac included ideas he developed
from his Buddhist studies that began with Gary Snyder. He often referred to his style as "spontaneous prose.
The central features of this writing method were the ideas of breath borrowed from jazz and from Buddhist
meditation breathing , improvising words over the inherent structures of mind and language, and limited
revision. Connected with this idea of breath was the elimination of the period , substituting instead a long
connecting dash. As such, the phrases occurring between dashes might resemble improvisational jazz licks.
When spoken, the words take on a certain musical rhythm and tempo. Kerouac greatly admired and was
influenced by Gary Snyder. The Dharma Bums contains accounts of a mountain climbing trip Kerouac took
with Snyder, and includes excerpts of letters from Snyder. Kerouac would go on for hours, often drunk, to
friends and strangers about his method. It was at about the time of The Subterraneans that he was encouraged
by Ginsberg and others to formally explain his style. Of his expositions of the Spontaneous Prose method, the
most concise was Belief and Technique for Modern Prose, a list of 30 "essentials". Kerouac refers to this short
novel in a letter addressed to Neal Cassady who is commonly known as the inspiration for the character Dean
Moriarty dated January 10, The published novel runs over pages, having been reconstituted from six distinct
files in the Kerouac archive by Professor Cloutier. Here, as with most of his French writings, Kerouac writes
with little regard for grammar or spelling, often relying on phonetics in order to render an authentic
reproduction of the French-Canadian vernacular. Even though this work has the same title as one of his best
known English novels, it is the original French version of an incomplete translation that would later become
Old Bull in the Bowery now published in The Unknown Kerouac from the Library of America. La nuit est ma
femme was written in early and completed a few days or weeks before he began the original English version
of On the Road, as many scholars, such as Paul Maher Jr. The technique Kerouac developed that later made
him famous was heavily influenced by Jazz , especially Bebop , and later, Buddhism , as well as the famous
Joan Anderson letter written by Neal Cassady. This was his sole reading on Desolation Peak, and he hoped by
this means to condition his mind to emptiness , and possibly to have a vision. It is like Ulysses and should be
treated with the same gravity. An annual Kerouac festival was established in Lanmeur in This group provides
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opportunities for aspiring writers to live in the same house in which Kerouac was inspired, with room and
board covered for three months. In , the Chicago Tribune published a story by journalist Oscar J. In , Kerouac
was awarded a posthumous honorary degree from the University of Massachusetts Lowell. The movie also
describes the people and places on which Kerouac based his characters and settings, including the cabin in
Bixby Canyon. In the s, there has been a surge in films based on the Beat Generation. Kerouac has been
depicted in the films Howl and Kill Your Darlings. A feature film version of On the Road was released
internationally in , and was directed by Walter Salles and produced by Francis Ford Coppola. The film was
released in Kerouac said that he wanted "to be considered as a jazz poet blowing a long blues in an afternoon
jazz session on Sunday.
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which it finds them.

This may be due to critics and readers alike finding the work obscure if not impenetrable. His written
rendering of these sounds would be complemented by also setting down the associations and resonances
evoked by them. This may have been because Kerouac viewed both works as exploring the nocturnal world
and as expressing their vision of that world in an appropriately nocturnal language. Indeed, a substantial
portion of the text of the poem consists of a transcription of uprushes of language and imagery from the
unconscious self, the internal world, the nighttime, midnight regions of the psyche. Both works, then, are
compendia of sounds and voices. And the manner in which this aim is to be accomplished is to transcribe and
take dictation, so to speak, to monitor and record the outer and inner sounds as they occur, together with the
memories and mental associations they give rise to, all free of rational control and without subsequent editing
or revision. The rationale for this surrender of identity and autonomy on the part of the author would seem to
be though Kerouac makes no such explicit claim to gain access to deeper truths, to serve as a sort of scribe or
oracle for what can be known by revelation alone and cannot be fully understood. In this regard, then, the
strategies of sound poetics and automatism are techniques employed in the poem to penetrate to primal,
original levels of the mind and to give expression to an innate occult power that is to be found there. The
utilization of sound devices, such as rhyme, alliteration, assonance, consonance, puns and onomatopoeia is
frequent throughout the poem to the extent that the unfolding succession of thoughts and images in the text
seems often to be based on phonological similarities between words, one word apparently calling to mind
another similar word. Out of the primordial soup of sound, individual units of sound arise, coalesce into
denotative units, then collapse and disintegrate. Clarity and obscurity, sense and nonsense, euphony and
cacophony alternate and intermingle. Conventional rules of grammar and punctuation have no authority over
the flow of sounds, the rush and clash of words. No censorship is exercised over the occurrence of obscenities
and blasphemies but they co-exist in the text with piety, prayer and the primordial sound from which
according to Hindu and Buddhist beliefs the universe came forth, the sound-symbol of totality and primary
reality: In naked words and primal sounds Old Angel Midnight seeks to penetrate to the sources and origins of
language, to plumb its depth and power. While word and sound are central to Old Angel Midnight, it is also a
poem of times, places and persons. In short, the poem possesses spatial, temporal, narrative-dramatic
dimensions. It is not merely a playful linguistic exercise but it is about something and its topic is nothing less
than the nature of the universe. Time in Old Angel Midnight is fluid, discontinuous. History, fantasy and
memory continually intersect time-present in the text. There are also gaps and temporal leaps in the inner
chronology of the poem. The Friday setting is intermittently maintained, though the time of day varies from
section to section of the poem. More precise dates are provided for other references and events in the poem.
Following this, â€” perhaps by way of suggesting the implacable passage of time â€” the exact date for the
composition of this section of the poem is given: Whether measured by the sun or the moon, by the clock, the
calendar or individual consciousness, time in the poem enables or reflects the flux of phenomena. With its
relentless changes and its inevitable occasions of disappointment and pain, time in Old Angel Midnight is
contrasted to its opposite â€” eternity: Given the absolute nature of eternity, in contrast to the relative and
finite temporal realm in which we exist, our deliverance from the tyranny of time has, the poem asserts,
already been accomplished though owing to the limitations of our awareness we fail to grasp this wonderful
truth. As Old Angel Midnight is a poem and not a disquisition, these concepts are asserted rather than
explained, but they seem to rest upon the notion that in eternity all boundaries and distinctions are spurious:
We suffer under a misapprehension regarding time. Right understanding would reveal to us our true condition.
Place or space in Old Angel Midnight is as unstable as time, with localities in the poem quickly succeeding
each other. The following is a partial catalogue in roughly chronological order of places named or serving as
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scenes in the course of the poem: As in a dream, discontinuities occur in Old Angel Midnight as settings blur,
blend, shift and dissolve. Further undermining the stability of place and space in the poem is the disorienting
spectrum of size introduced in the opening lines. In this sense, then, all places are equally illusory, equally
empty and the only true space is the Void, the Divine Ground or Godhead. A census of the persons and entities
gods, spirits, beings that populate Old Angel Midnight would probably run to a few hundred entries. A
multitude of ephemeral figures appear and disappear in the course of the poem, all in a hubbub of voices, a
rush and jumble of squabblings and ranglings, pursuits and purposes, perplexities and vexations. Among this
throng, three categories of human figures are discernible in the poem. The third category is that of named or
unnamed imaginary figures who speak and act in the poem but lack any marked identity. These are many and
include Mrs. McCartiola, Ole Poke, Mrs. Jameson, Sardalia, and numerous other characters. As this confused
mass of human lives is called into existence and then quickly passes from view, the reader of the poem
experiences a kind of vertigo, a sense of the essential insubstantiality of existence and identity, and of the
relentless flux of the phenomenal world. This feeling of fundamental and radical mutability, of chance and
change, transience and transformation is reinforced by the changing nature of the two figures most central to
Old Angel Midnight, the eponymous angel and the author. First, there is the abrupt switching of narrative
voice which occurs in the poem. At the outset the poem is narrated in the first person by Old Angel Midnight:
By section 4 of the poem, however, the narrative point of view has changed to third person: By section 9 the
narration has become first person: Thereafter, the poem alternates between first and third person narration,
except for section 21 which again seems to be spoken by Old Angel Midnight: In proto-postmodern fashion,
then, both the tale and the teller in Old Angel Midnight are unstable, subverting conventions of narrative
structure and suggesting that the very fabric of the world and all its myriad forms have no abiding reality.
Times, places and persons, all so fluid and ephemeral in Old Angel Midnight, serve to bear forward the
fundamental themes of the poem. The themes are twofold and mutually reflexive. The first of these, already
outlined above, is that of the unreality of the material-temporal world and of the individual consciousness that
experiences it. The second theme, a complementary correlate of the first, is that of the ultimate deliverance of
all beings from the world of illusion, a blessed and blissful release achieved through union with the Supreme
Reality or Original Mind. Already from the very outset of the poem, these themes are stated, expressed here
and later in the text in Buddhist terms. A prayerful practice or meditative technique to subdue the ego and to
attain the emptiness of Supreme Reality is presented in the form of a short poem: More desperate, more direct
prayers occur later in the text: Soon thereafter calm faith returns again and the author-speaker affirms the
inevitability of universal salvation: If a single trope from the poem could be said to encapsulate its central
themes, then it would be the haiku-like line occurring at the end of section 6: Old Angel Midnight can be seen
as a kind of Buddhist cartoon, a vignette of infinity. Here, in brief and in miniature is the teeming, babbling,
multitudinous, mad world in all its mystery, comedy and horror. There is blind destructive conflict from the
Peloponnesian war to war between tribes of ants. Chapter six of Part One of Desolation Angels is one such
instance. Indeed, the latter book could be read as a gloss or commentary on Old Angel Midnight. The author
acknowledges this literary debt to James Joyce in the course of the poem with embedded allusions to the two
washerwomen by the banks of the Liffey featured in the Anna Livia Plurabelle chapter of Finnegans Wake:
The joyous abandon, the humour and the expressionist potentials of scat singing have clear counterparts in the
techniques employed in Old Angel Midnight. What, in the end, would it profit a reader to have read this
idiosyncratic little work by Jack Kerouac? Why submit to such bewilderment, such obscurity, such a welter of
wild and whirling words? Perhaps because sometimes an engagement with incoherence can be salutary.
Sometimes allowing oneself to be overwhelmed by sounds and images can have a liberating and regenerative
effect on the reader. In this fashion, the text encourages us to confront the utter stunning strangeness of
existence, the mad, miserable march of history, the confusion and futility of human motives, the
impermanence and incomprehensibility of everything. At the same time, the text invites us to take comfort
from the certainty of our ultimate, inevitable even immediate salvation, our blissful union with empty, tranquil
eternity. Old running back Kerouac may not have scored a literary touchdown with Old Angel Midnight, â€”
some readers may be inclined to resist or dismiss the text or may remain unpersuaded of its merits, immune to
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its effects â€” but his swift, agile rush play through our language has undeniably given us a run for our money.
He is to be credited for advancing boldly into the end zone of the sayable, toward the goal line of Golden
Eternity. Gray Fox Press, Parenthetical references thereafter will be to this edition. Random House, , p. Grove
Press, , p. Southern Illinois University Press, , p. City Lights, , pp. Journal of Consciousness Studies, Vol. He
is the author of six books, including most recently: Pilgrims to Elsewhere Eyecorner ,
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On the Road is the logical starting point (the novels are best read chronically from On the Road like one big story, with
the childhood novels read later if you're really interested in Kerouac's backstory) and it captures that optimistic wonder of
being young and exploring the world.

Va-v-a-vh-as-hh All is same. Kerouac , 71 The rhyming nature of this poem is unlike the rest of the text, as is
the discussion of such a topicâ€”cornfieldsâ€”both influenced by his intoxication. Although such instances
occur throughout the writing of Dharma, the text remains Buddhist in nature and such occurrences only add to
the honesty and personal quality that help readers relate to Kerouac. At times Kerouac saw himself as a great
teacher of Buddhism, and indeed as a Bodhisattva. At the end of he wrote of his conflicts in light of his role as
a Buddhist: He seems to have found solace in reading the Diamond Sutra, his favourite Buddhist text. The
Buddhist texts that originally influenced Kerouac came to be those that he looked to alleviate confusion and
pain. At times Kerouac seems to have found a peaceful balance between his newfound Buddhist practice and
his strict Catholic upbringing. In a January dhyana, Kerouac writes: In my Dhyana today Jan. I had a vision of
the Virgin Mary and Child in a little round clasp; it magnified and got dimmer. Here Kerouac has an
experience that reflects his Christian background while engaged in his daily Buddhist practice. The outcome
of this notion became apparent in the writing of Dharma. Although a text of Buddhist nature, Kerouac tended
to tie all religions into one Universal belief, particularly Taoism, Buddhism and Christianity. Kerouac was
continually concerned with arbitrary relative conditions and ignorance; ideas that became major concerns
throughout the entire text. The Scripture of the Golden Eternity The view that Kerouac used veiled aspects of
Christianity can be seen in Some of the Dharma and continues to appear in the sutra that he wrote in spring
The Scripture of the Golden Eternity is a remarkable Buddhist Sutra that reveals aspects of different traditions,
as may be seen even in its title. Anne Waldman writes in the Introduction that: Scripture, on the other hand,
suggests the Christian canonâ€”the Holy Scriptures or sacred writings of the Bible. His Christian background
in fact is revealed throughout. Near the beginning Kerouac equates himself with the Chosen One or the
Messiah Kerouac , 24 , and later he seems happy in reflecting the Buddhist with the Christian. In scripture 37
Kerouac writes: Instead, like Jesus on the Cross he saw the light and died kind, loving all living things.
Kerouac , 41 Kerouac provides a refraction of the Christianity that was often problematic in life. Instead of
criticizing the tradition of his childhood, Kerouac changes its direction or path by conflating Catholic with
Buddhist ideas. This merging of traditions elucidates the previously mentioned fact that Scripture was written
after the completion of Dharma, so that a number of themes are concurrent. The format of Scripture, however,
does not directly parallel that of Dharma; in certain parts of the first text there are instances where Kerouac
made attempts to write condensed versions of sutras e. People think of self as a private possession because
they are cogs on a wheel that keeps turning out self after self in rebirth after rebirth of selfhood. I will have to
preach the only possible truth: The abolishing of death by extermination of birth. Put an end to human rebirth,
by abstaining from sexual intercourse. Everybody stop breeding, or by method of-birth-control stop birth. At
the same time, stop killing for sport or for eating living beings; they tremble at punishment and death too.
Everybody live off vegetables and synthetic foods, causing no pain anywhere. Everybody abstain from panic
and wait for death finally. For human beings, the rest will be ecstasy. For all other living, sentient beings the
hint will be taken. A chain reaction throughout existence in all ten directions of space exterminating existence
by quiet will, in tranquility and purity. This is the word from everlasting eternity, it is the First Teaching. The
Second Teaching is, that there was no First Teaching from the everlasting eternity. The function of the sutra
rests in it being a collection of discourses or teachings of the Buddha, or, in this case, Kerouac. The content of
Scripture is similar to Dharma in many ways, yet differs in others. In the scriptures of the sutra Kerouac did
not use the unconventional asterisks, doodles and hyphens seen in Dharma. To the outsider these illogical
syllogisms sound like gibberish, doublespeak. Kerouac , 2 Kerouac loaded the short scriptures with haikus,
Zen koans, poetry, prose and meditations that, like Dharma, reflected his inner search for enlightenment and
outward quest for the meaning of the universe. The conflicted Kerouac of the first text appears to be absent
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from Scripture. Kerouac emerges in this latter as a man who was at peace with the realizations that he had
made. In the second paragraph of his sutra, describing the Golden Eternity, Kerouac appears to be in a much
more blissful state. The awakened Buddha to show the way, the chosen Messiah to die in the degradation of
sentience, is the golden eternity. One that is what is, the golden eternity, or God, or, Tathagataâ€”the name.
Kerouac , 23 â€” 4 Here Kerouac shows an upbeat mood that was often shadowed in Dharma by his bouts
with drinking, drugs and his family. Two stanzas later, Kerouac declared: I was awakened to show the way,
chosen to die in the degradation of life, because I am Mortal Golden Eternity. Kerouac , 24 And two
paragraphs following, Kerouac discussed further his place: Strictly speaking, there is no me, because all is
emptiness. I am empty, I am non-existent. Kerouac , 25 Kerouac focused the material of his sutra around the
Buddhist notion of emptiness and the nature of form as being consistent with concepts of emptiness. Scripture
has been praised for its accuracy and brilliance, including by Eric Mottram who writes: This aspect of time
differs from the text of Dharma, where time was always in the present, while often looking towards the tragic
future, but in his sutra time and eternity is golden and things have already been attained. The manner in which
Kerouac presented his golden eternity used the form of Buddhist sutras; however, he also employed the Zen
practice of koans. This was a departure for Kerouac since at this point in his life he was not as interested in
Zen Buddhism as he was with other Mahayana schools. In Dharma Kerouac tended to shy away from Zen, and
indeed there are moments in the text where he provided criticisms of this branch of Buddhism. In Scripture
Kerouac has provided the reader with a few enigmatic scriptures that could be considered reflections of Zen
koans. In Dharma Kerouac regarded Zen in a lesser light than Mahayana. In Book Seven he related his
feelings about Zen Buddhism. Kerouac , Kerouac obviously felt that he had real reasons to disapprove of Zen.
A few pages later he wrote: Suzuki, for he read him intently and quoted him in Dharma. From this respect and
interest in Suzuki, Kerouac came to be influenced by the Zen tradition of haiku poetry. Perhaps Kerouac felt
that Zen Buddhism would lead him deeper into the world of temptations and peer pressure because it was
becoming such a socially attractive and popular tradition. In the prose scripture Kerouac described an
experience of unconsciousness in which he realized upon awakening that everything is all right forever. In it
nothing had ever happened, the events of a million years ago were just as phantom and ungraspable as the
events of now or a million years from now, or the events of the next ten minutes. It was perfect, the golden
solitude, the golden emptiness â€¦ There was no question of being alive or not being alive, of likes and
dislikes, of near or far, no question of giving or gratitude, no question of mercy or judgment, or of suffering or
its opposite or anything. Hence, the result of this experience was a collapsing of time, a realization that the
present was the golden age for Kerouac, one that influenced his daily practice and took shape in his sutra. The
knowledge that Kerouac reaped from his enlightenment experience was that which he wrote in Scripture as the
first teaching of the golden eternity. This first teaching is the knowledge Kerouac gained from his experience
of awakening, a Buddha-nature type realization. The second teaching from the golden eternity is that there
never was a first teaching from the golden eternity. In Scripture Kerouac continued to focus on the Buddhist
views regarding emptiness, nothingness and arbitrary conceptions. Nothing exists but as an arbitrary
conception of the mind and senses. It only happens when you make it happenâ€”if you touch the wall with
your fingertip, perception of touch responds from emptiness where it abides in a pure enlightened state, obeys,
suffers the restraint placed upon its wisdom nature, and appears as perception of touch of a wall in your
fingertip. After the act, it vanished back to Origin Mind. During a Monday meditation practice in the North
Carolina woods, Kerouac writes: Even though Dharma appears to be a reworking of primary sources, and
reinterpretations of theories, its importance goes beyond what is actually written. Together the two texts reveal
a lot about the author, his practice, personal struggles and, more significantly, the influence and relation that
Kerouac had and continues to have on Western Buddhism and to practitioners. To look at the role that Jack
Kerouac has played and continues to play in the rise and changes within Buddhism in the West, one must first
look at what was instrumental in bringing about the rise of Buddhism in his life. In Dharma Kerouac provided
a list of texts that were pivotal in peaking his interest in Eastern philosophies. As an anthology of Buddhist
texts, Goddard supplied Kerouac, as well as many Westerners, with the opportunity to become familiar with
various Buddhist sources and to study the dharma more comprehensively. On pages and Kerouac exhibits his
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fascination with Dwight Goddard and his surprise that they lived so close to each other:
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Here, 40 of his favorite books and authors, with commentary from the King of the Beats himself. And I had a
big argument with him. A young man on the flying trapeze. That was a beautiful story. I specialized this time
on the English: I want to sit in the grass. I want to ride my horse. I want to lay a woman naked in the grass on
the mountainside. I want to think. I want to pray. I want to sleep. I want to look at the stars. I want what I
want. I want to get and prepare my own food, with my own hands, and live that way. I want to roll my own. I
want to smoke some deermeat and pack it in my saddlebag, and go away over the bluff. I want to read books. I
want to write books. A Novel about a U. To label it incoherent is not only a semantic mistake but an act of
cowardice and intellectual death. Eliot; but where is Pound? What are his works? All living creatures are Don
Quixote of course, since living is illusion. Shakespeare is a vast continent, Shelley is a villageâ€¦Shakespeare
is the end. But Selby is a brave fine writer and his address is Clinton St. If the prose is really very good I write
a little more. I have my own work to do. MacMurphy is a great character and so are George and the Swede,
the girls, the Big Nurse and othersâ€¦[T]his guy is great. And it will be of great interest for all of us to see his
second novel. I am not going to discredit Wolfe, as so many fools are doing now in the light of contemporary
history: Wolfe wrote about the essential and everlasting America, not the V-for-Victory America. His
characters sit right on your shoulder. It is like Ulysses and should be treated with the same gravity. This is
because of my continual insistence on the ecstasy of liquor.
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Uncategorized â€” kendrasteinereditions 1: Presently, I am re-reading Desolation Angels, and within the first
ten pages, I had a flash of insight: Kerouac spent a good chunk of time on this book and consulted many works
to write it. He had the enthusiasm of a convert and no doubt worried about getting the details right. The superb
introduction to the book by Prof. I first read the book soon after its publication, and initially I found it
somewhat disappointing. Clearly, it had been cobbled together from sources, something which Kerouac did
not deny, so in a sense it was the Jack Kerouac paraphrase of this material. Of course, that was not the
function of this workâ€”it was meant to be a factual study and a text meant to convertâ€”so I perhaps should
not attack it for not being what it did not set out to be. I re-read the book a few years later, and DID finish it
that time around. My main impression of the book at that time was that while it was a solid and interesting
piece of work, it had the humorless over-sincerity of works by convertsâ€¦.. Kerouac and Dylan are both men
of great wit and sarcasm and especially of grounding their work in the particulars of life as it is lived. When
Dylan is composing songs dealing with religious generalities in a doctrinaire fashion, he is not doing what he
is best at, what he is valued for. The same goes for Jack Kerouac. A Life of the Buddha should convince
anyone out there who still considers Kerouac an undisciplined writer there are probably still a few that he was
a craftsman of great self-discipline. In fact, Wake Up often comes off like a commissioned project which was
completed in a thoroughly professional manner. A few weeks ago I finished reading the book for a third time
as well as listening to the audio book. However, to be honest, this could have been written by any number of
people. Yes, I do understand that to honor the material, Kerouac did want to erase the hand of the author, and
that he did well, but it lacks the edginess, the groping for answers, and most especially, the grounding of
spiritual ideas in lived experience. Those books, and others, are what make Kerouac a great spiritual author.
Kerouac was also a man who sought to unify faiths, insisting that there was common ground between
Buddhism and Roman Catholicism. He was NOT a doctrinaire man. Wake Up presents a doctrinaire
perspective in the dry and overly respectful manner of a recent convert. Kerouac the artist appreciated
ambiguity. This book represents a period in his life when he sought to be a doctrinaire member of a particular
faith. I can return to it every few years and find new insight in itâ€¦and also enjoy the rich details of the
journey and the flow of the voice. Those of us for whom religious traditions are mostly of value for the
metaphors they provide or for their cultural significance will find little of permanent value and little that is
distinctly Kerouac in Wake Up: A Life of the Buddha.
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See Article History Alternative Title: Petersburg , Florida , American novelist, poet, and leader of the Beat
movement whose most famous book, On the Road , had broad cultural influence before it was recognized for
its literary merits. On the Road captured the spirit of its time as no other work of the 20th century had since F.
Childhood and early influences Lowell, Massachusetts, a mill town, had a large French Canadian population.
He spoke joual, a Canadian dialect of French, and so, though he was an American, he viewed his country as if
he were a foreigner. Kerouac subsequently went to the Horace Mann School , a preparatory school in New
York City , on a gridiron football scholarship. There he met Henri Cru, who helped Kerouac find jobs as a
merchant seaman, and Seymour Wyse, who introduced Kerouac to jazz. In Kerouac enrolled at Columbia
University , where he met two writers who would become lifelong friends: Allen Ginsberg and William S.
Together with Kerouac, they are the seminal figures of the literary movement known as Beat, a term
introduced to Kerouac by Herbert Huncke , a Times Square junkie, petty thief, hustler, and writer. In a
deathbed promise to Leo, Kerouac pledged to care for his mother, Gabrielle, affectionately known as Memere.
Kerouac was married three times: On the Road and other early work By the time Kerouac and Burroughs met
in , Kerouac had already written a million words. When Carr eventually confessed to the police, Kerouac was
arrested as a material witness. It went unpublished until Yet Kerouac was unhappy with the pace of his prose.
The original manuscript, a scroll written in a three-week blast in , is legendary: He also hoped to publish the
novel as a scroll so that the reader would not be encumbered by having to turn the pages of a book. Rejected
for publication at first, it finally was printed as a book in While Millstein extolled the literary merits of the
book, to the American public the novel represented a departure from tradition. Kerouac, though, was
disappointed with having achieved fame for what he considered the wrong reason: Readers often confused
Kerouac with Sal Paradise, the amoral hipster at the centre of his novel. The critic Norman Podhoretz
famously wrote that Beat writing was an assault against the intellect and against decency. This misreading
dominated negative reactions to On the Road. Kerouac felt that the Beat label marginalized him and prevented
him from being treated as he wanted to be treated, as a man of letters in the American tradition of Herman
Melville and Walt Whitman. Visions of Cody written in â€”52 and published posthumously in , an in-depth,
more poetic variation of On the Road describing a buddy trip and including transcripts of his conversation
with Cassady now fictionalized as Cody , was the most successful realization of the sketching technique. As
he continued to experiment with his prose style, Kerouac also bolstered his standing among the Beat writers as
a poet supreme. With his sonnets and odes he ranged across Western poetic traditions. He also experimented
with the idioms of blues and jazz in such works as Mexico City Blues , a sequential poem comprising
choruses. Blyth in the late s. Above all, a Haiku must be very simple and free of all poetic trickery and make a
little picture and yet be as airy and graceful as a Vivaldi Pastorella. In his pocket notebooks, Kerouac wrote
and rewrote haiku, revising and perfecting them. He also incorporated his haiku into his prose. His mastery of
the form is demonstrated in his novel The Dharma Bums In the fall of he finished The Subterraneans it would
be published in Fed up with the world after the failed love affair upon which the book was based, he read
Henry David Thoreau and fantasized a life outside civilization. He immersed himself in the study of Zen, and
he became acquainted with the writings of American Buddhist popularizer Dwight Goddard, particularly the
second edition of his A Buddhist Bible. In an attempt to replicate the experience of Han Shan, a reclusive
Chinese poet of the Tang dynasty â€” , Kerouac spent 63 days atop Desolation Peak in Washington state.
Kerouac recounted this experience in Desolation Angels using haiku as bridges connectives in jazz between
sections of spontaneous prose. In he wrote a sutra , The Scripture of the Golden Eternity. Later work By the s
Kerouac had finished most of the writing for which he is best known. Another important autobiographical
book, Vanity of Duluoz , recounts stories of his childhood, his schooling, and the dramatic scandals that
defined early Beat legend. In Kerouac was broke, and many of his books were out of print. An alcoholic, he
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was living with his third wife and his mother in St. A week after he was beaten by fellow drinkers whom he
had antagonized at the Cactus Bar in St. Collected Poems gathered all of his published poetry collections
along with poems that appeared in his fiction and elsewhere. The volume also contained six previously
unpublished poems. For the composition of haiku, however, Kerouac was more exacting. Yet he accomplished
the task of revision by rewriting. Significantly, Kerouac never saw the final manuscript before publication.
Still, many critics found the long sweeping sentences of On the Road ragged and grammatically derelict.
Kerouac explained his quest for pure, unadulterated languageâ€”the truth of the heart unobstructed by the
lying of revisionâ€”in two essays published in the Evergreen Review: He saw himself as a horn player
blowing one long note, as he told interviewers for The Paris Review. His technique explains the unusual
organization of his writing, which is not haphazard or sloppy but systematic in the most-individualized sense.
In fact, Kerouac revised On the Road numerous times by recasting his story in book after book of The Legend
of Duluoz.
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